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Class: ____________     Student: ____________________ 

 
Unit 3 Quiz 4  

A. Listening Test (20 %) 

I.  Listen to your teacher and write the correct an swer.  (20%) 

 

 

 

1.  ____________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________ 

2.  ____________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________ 

3.  ____________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________ 

4.  ____________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________ 

B. Written Test (80 %) 

I. Check the correct answers. (32%) 
1. Would you like some more cake? 
� Yes, I do.     � Yes, I am.   � Yes, I would. 

2. Will the girls go home at 4 o’clock? 
� No, they wouldn’t.   � No, they won’t.  � Yes, I would. 

3. Does he like music? 
� Yes, he does.    � Yes, he is.   � Yes, he do. 

4. Can you sing? 
� No, I wouldn’t.    � No, I can’t.   � No, I don’t. 

5. Are you sad? 
� No, I am not.    � No, I can’t.   � No, I don’t. 

6. Is there an apple on the chair? 
� Yes, it is.      � Yes, there is.   � Yes, it does. 
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7. Were they hungry? 
� No, they weren’t.   � No, they can’t.  � No, they didn’t. 

8. Did you go to the post office? 
� Yes, I was.      � Yes, I do.   � Yes, I did. 

II. Use the given words and complete the sentences as in the 
examples. (48%) 

   e.g.  beet / long / round / red / root / 43￠￠￠￠/ pound 
   �  I’m thinking of a beet. It grows under the ground. 
   It’s long, round and red. 
   It’s the root of the plant. 
   Mr. MacIntosh sells the beets 43￠￠￠￠a pound. 
1. corn / long / yellow / round / seed / $1.03 / dozen 
 I’m            of corn. 
 It’s            and           . 
 It is the            of the plant. 
 Mr. MacIntosh            it            a           . 
2. cauliflower / green / flower / 89￠￠￠￠/ head 
 I’m            of            . 
 It’s           . 
 It’s the            of the plant. 
 Mr. MacIntosh            it            a            . 
3. potato / round / brown / root / 35￠￠￠￠/ pound 
 I’m            of                      . 
 It’s            and           . 
 It’s the            of the plant. 
 Mr. MacIntosh         the potatoes                            . 
4. pumpkin / round / orange / fruit / 17￠￠￠￠/ pound 
 I’m                                                         . 
 It’s                                                         . 
 It’s                                                         . 
 Mr. MacIntosh                                               . 
5. celery / long / thin / green / stem / $1.00 / kilogram 
 I’m                                                         . 
 It’s                                                         . 
 It’s                                                         . 
 Mr. MacIntosh                                               . 
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OPEN SESAME 

   (SB P 22-23; WB P 57-60)  
ANSWER KEY 

Class: _____________    Student’s Name:  __________ ___ 

A. Listening Test (20 %) 

I.  Listen to your teacher and write the correct an swer.  (20%) 

1. It is round, big and orange. It is from the fruit group. There are seeds 
inside me. What is it? 

� It is a pumpkin. 

2.  It is long and thin. It is from the stem group.  It is white and green. 
What is it? 

 � It is a celery. 

3.  People love to eat it in salad. It is dark green. It is in the leaf group. 
What is it? 

 � It is a lettuce. 

4.  It is usually yellow. It is in the seed group. It is sweet.  What is it? 

� It is a corn. 

 

B. Written Test (80 %) 

I. Check the correct answers. (32%) 
1. Would you like some more cake? 
� Yes, I do.     � Yes, I am.   � Yes, I would. 

2. Will the girls go home at 4 o’clock? 
� No, they wouldn’t.   � No, they won’t.  � Yes, I would. 

3. Does he like music? 
� Yes, he does.    � Yes, he is.   � Yes, he do. 

4. Can you sing? 
� No, I wouldn’t.    � No, I can’t.   � No, I don’t. 

5. Are you sad? 
� No, I am not.    � No, I can’t.   � No, I don’t. 

6. Is there an apple on the chair? 
� Yes, it is.      � Yes, there is.  � Yes, it does. 
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7. Were they hungry? 
� No, they weren’t.   � No, they can’t.  � No, they didn’t. 

8. Did you go to the post office? 
� Yes, I was.      � Yes, I do.    � Yes, I did. 

 

I. Use the given words and complete the sentences a s in the 
examples. (48%) 

   e.g.  beet / long / round / red / root / 43￠￠￠￠/ pound 
   �  I’m thinking of a beet. It grows under the ground. 
   It’s long, round and red. 
   It’s the root of the plant. 
   Mr. MacIntosh sells the beets 43￠￠￠￠a pound. 
2. corn / long / yellow / round / seed / $1.03 / dozen 
 I’m thinking of corn. 
 It’s yellow and round. 
 It is the seed of the plant. 
 Mr. MacIntosh seels it $1.03 a dozen. 
3. cauliflower / green / flower / 89￠￠￠￠/ head 
 I’m thinking of a cauliflower. 
 It’s green. 
 It’s the flower of the plant. 
 Mr. MacIntosh sells it 89￠￠￠￠ a head. 
4. potato / round / brown / root / 35￠￠￠￠/ pound 
 I’m thinking of a potato. 
 It’s round and brown. 
 It’s the root of the plant. 
 Mr. MacIntosh sells the potatoes 35￠￠￠￠ a pound. 
5. pumpkin / round / orange / fruit / 17￠￠￠￠/ pound 
 I’m thinking of a pumpkin. 
 It’s round and orange. 
 It’s the fruit of the plant. 
 Mr. MacIntosh sells it 17￠￠￠￠a pound. 
6. celery / long / thin / green / stem / $1.00 / kilogram 
 I’m thinking of a celery. 
 It’s long, green and thin. 
 It’s the stem of the plant. 
 Mr. MacIntosh sells $1.00 a kilogram. 
 
 


